Case Study Category: CostWW

Case Study Title: Cost Case Study (Carroll County, MD): Annual Contract to Provide Utility Closed Circuit Television Sewer Collection Inspection Services

Utility Name: Carroll County, MD

Case Study Abstract: "The purpose of this contract is to provide the service of a utility closed circuit television sewer collection system inspection by a trained and certified (NASSCO) National Association of Sewer Service Company contractor according to (PACP) Pipeline Assessment Certified Program coding standards on an “as required" basis. Types of work required under this contract include, but are not limited to video inspection of sewer house connections to a main, gravity sewer main, sewer lines and work estimates. The County does not guarantee any minimum or maximum amount of work under this contract."

Case Study Link: http://waterid.org/content/cost-case-study-carroll-county-md-annual-contract-provide-utility-closed-circuit-television-